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Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) point cloud classification is a critical task in remote sensing and photogrammetry
communities, which can be widely utilized in urban management, powerline surveying and forest monitoring,
etc. In particular, the characteristics of ALS point clouds are distinctive in three aspects, (1) numerous geometric
instances (e.g. tracts of roofs); (2) extreme scale variations between different categories (e.g. car v.s. roof); (3)
discrepancy distribution along the elevation, which should be specifically focused on for ALS point cloud
classification. In this paper, we propose a geometry-attentional network consisting of geometry-aware convolution, dense hierarchical architecture and elevation-attention module to embed the three characteristics
effectively, which can be trained in an end-to-end manner. Evaluated on the ISPRS Vaihingen 3D Semantic
Labeling benchmark, our method achieves the state-of-the-art performance in terms of average F1 score and
overall accuracy (OA). Additionally, without retraining, our model trained on the above Vaihingen 3D dataset
can also achieve a better result on the dataset of 2019 IEEE GRSS Data Fusion Contest 3D point cloud classification challenge (DFC 3D) than the baseline (i.e. PointSIFT), which verifies the stronger generalization ability
of our model.

1. Introduction
With the development and popularization of light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) systems, it becomes more and more accessible to acquire point clouds in various scenes, particularly the airborne laser
scanning (ALS) point clouds, which have been widely used in many
applications, such as urban management (Murakami et al., 1999;
Sithole and Vosselman, 2004), powerline corridor surveying (Kim and
Sohn, 2011) and forest monitoring (Solberg et al., 2009; Ene et al.,
2017). Due to the requirement of information extraction, the classification of the ALS point clouds has thus been an important task in remote sensing and photogrammetry communities.
Compared with the indoor or street scenes shown in Fig. 1(a)-(b),
ALS point clouds are distinctive in following three aspects: (1) Numerous geometric instances. There are usually a mass of categories
with evident geometric properties in the ALS point cloud scenes, e.g.
tracts of roof and facade. (2) Extreme scale variations between different categories, such as the size of cars v.s. the scale of roof, make it
intractable to well classify all categories at different scales simultaneously. (3) Discrepancy distribution along the elevation. Generally, the objects in ALS point clouds exhibit discrepancy in elevation
distributions. Therefore, elevation information can effectively help to
distinguish different objects (e.g. roof and road) and thus improve
⁎

classification results. For the past decades, tremendous progress in
traditional point cloud classification algorithms has been made. Researchers have developed the most relevant geometric features characterizing the local neighborhood of 3D points (Weinmann et al., 2013)
and explored the optimal neighborhood size selection (Weinmann et al.,
2015) to significantly improve the classification results. However, the
emerging classification techniques based on deep learning (Qi et al.,
2017a; Qi et al., 2017b; Jiang et al., 2018) tend to ignore the inherent
properties of ALS point clouds. How to completely embed the above
three characteristics to further improve the performance when designing a classification network needs to be studied.
In earlier years, point cloud classification methods focus on extracting handcrafted features (Johnson and Hebert, 1999; Osada et al.,
2002; Rusu et al., 2008; Tombari et al., 2010; Weinmann et al., 2013) to
capture local geometric structure of point clouds and then employ
discriminative classifiers (Mallet et al., 2011; Weinmann et al., 2015;
Hackel et al., 2016) to predict the label for each point. Suffering from
the weak representation ability of low-dimensional handcrafted features, these methods cannot achieve satisfactory performance in complicated scenes (e.g., the ALS point clouds containing multiple categories with different scales). Additionally, it is of combinational
complexity to find an optimal classifier for the extracted features and
heavily relies on professional experiences, which limits the flexibility
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unleash the full potential of multi-level receptive fields information,
which can better classify multiple categories at different scales.
Furthermore, we introduce an elevation-attention module, making our
network take per-point elevation information into account during the
prediction process, improving the classification performance in an endto-end manner.
Extensive ablation experiments on the ISPRS Vaihingen 3D dataset
(Niemeyer et al., 2014) demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods,
which exceeds the PointSIFT (Jiang et al., 2018) baseline by 1.8% and
4.4% in terms of OA and average F1 score, respectively. Compared with
other methods, without spectral information and HaG feature as input,
our model achieves the state-of-the-art performance with an average F1
score of 73.2%. Additionally, we include a generalization verification
experiment. Our model trained on the Vaihingen 3D dataset are used to
infer labels for the DFC 3D dataset without retraining. The two datasets
scanned from different geographical locations have different category
distributions. Despite that, our model can predict promising results and
achieves about 10% improvement both in terms of OA and average F1
score over the PointSIFT baseline.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

Fig. 1. Different types of point cloud scenes: (a) point clouds in indoor scene;
(b) terrestrial laser scanning point clouds; (c) airborne laser scanning point
clouds.

• We propose a geometry-aware convolution that introduces low-level

for these methods when applied to varieties of real scenes.
Recently, it has been validated that deep learning methods can extract high-level features to handle classification and regression tasks
effectively for 2D images (Badrinarayanan et al., 2017; Long et al.,
2015; Chen et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017). As an inspiration, researchers are devoted to studying to learn discriminative high-dimensional features via deep neural networks for 3D point cloud classification. Some remarkable works (e.g. PointNet (Qi et al., 2017a), PointNet
++ (Qi et al., 2017b), PointCNN (Li et al., 2018), PointSIFT (Jiang
et al., 2018)) have been proposed and achieve impressive classification
performance in various indoor scenes (e.g. S3DIS (Armeni et al., 2016)
and ScanNet (Dai et al., 2017)). More recently, to deal with ALS point
clouds specifically, some works (Zhao et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018;
Schmohl and Sörgel, 2019) transform point clouds into regular raster
representations, i.e. 2D feature images or 3D voxels, to which standard
2D or 3D convolutional neural network (CNN) can be applied to extract
high-level features for classification. Other works (Yousefhussien et al.,
2018; Winiwarter et al., 2019; Arief et al., 2019) modify the networks,
e.g. PointNet, PointNet++ and classify the ALS point clouds directly
based on the learned pointwise features. Similarly, these methods can
utilize the discrepancy in elevation of ALS point clouds to help classification and achieve better performance.
Despite the considerable progress, the works mentioned above still
have limitations when classifying the ALS point clouds in three aspects:
(1) The neural networks cannot effectively capture geometric structures
of the neighborhoods and thus the encoded semantic features lack the
perception of geometry, which is not sufficient to distinguish numerous
geometric instances in ALS point clouds well. (2) All the networks
follow a single encoding and decoding architecture. Thus, they cannot
make full use of receptive fields information at all levels and fail to
classify multiple categories with extreme scale variations well. (3) To
benefit from elevation information, most of the existing works employ
height-above-ground (HaG) features. However, digital terrain model
(DTM) needs to be extracted first for calculating the HaG features,
which is a tedious procedure. How to utilize the elevation information
directly in the network to improve classification is worthwhile to explore.
To address the above problems, we propose a geometry-attentional
network that embeds the three characteristics of ALS point clouds effectively. More precisely, we first present a geometry-aware convolution (GA-Conv), which can learn a mapping from low dimensional
geometric prior to obtain high-level local representation with discriminative geometry awareness, thereby enhancing the distinguishability of geometric instances. Then, taking the GA-Conv as a basic
operator, we construct a dense hierarchical architecture (GADH-Net) to

•
•

geometric vector to induce the feature learning of high-level local
pattern representation, resulting in discriminative geometry
awareness.
We construct a dense hierarchical network to maximize the use of
receptive fields information at all levels. Precisely, each layer of
down-sampling encoder will be up-sampled back to the original
input size separately, whereas in PointNet++ (Qi et al., 2017b),
only the deepest layer is up-sampled.
We design an elevation-attention module. It is concise but can emphasize the role of elevation information when generating the final
category probability map, helping classification in an end-to-end
manner.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we systematically review the methods for ALS point cloud classification. Our
geometry-attentional network is described in detail in Section 3. In
Section 4, we conduct comprehensive ablation experiments to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed methods and compare our model with
other methods on the Vaihingen 3D dataset. Additionally, we include a
generalization verification experiment using the DFC 3D dataset. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusion remarks.
2. Related work
In what follows, we will review the relevant works of ALS point
cloud classification based on the types of features.
2.1. Using handcrafted features and classifiers
Typically, ALS point cloud classification algorithms consist of twosteps. Firstly, extracting the hand-crafted features from the local
neighborhood of each point, then the discriminative classifiers trained
with the extracted features are employed to label the input point
clouds. Such handcrafted features include Spin Image (SI) (Johnson and
Hebert, 1999), shape distributions (Osada et al., 2002), Point Feature
Histograms (PFHs) (Rusu et al., 2008; Rusu et al., 2009) and Signature
of Histograms of OrienTations (SHOT) (Tombari et al., 2010), to name a
few. Subsequently, the eigenvalue-based features (Weinmann et al.,
2013) derived from the covariance matrix are proposed, which can
characterize specific geometric shape primitives, such as linearity,
planarity, sphericity etc. and have been widely used for ALS point cloud
classification. For instance, Mallet et al. (2011) first calculated a 27component feature vector containing the spatial features, height features, eigenvalue features and so on, then used a support vector
27
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machine (SVM) to classify ALS point clouds. Kim and Sohn (2011)
performed powerline scene classification employing the random forests
classifier trained with two different sets of features in the point and
feature (i.e. line and polygon) domain, respectively. Guo et al. (2015)
used a JointBoost classifier based on multiple features computed from
the geometry and echo information to identify different types of objects
in ALS point clouds, such as powerline, pylon and building. Nevertheless, these methods usually predict label for each point independently and ignore the semantic information of the neighboring
points, which are highly vulnerable to cause classification noises and
label inconsistency, especially in the complex scenes (Weinmann et al.,
2015).
To alleviate the issue, some works utilized graph-based models (e.g.
Markov networks (Munoz et al., 2009; Najafi et al., 2014) and conditional random fields (CRF) (Schmidt et al., 2014; Niemeyer et al., 2014;
Niemeyer et al., 2016) to consider context information for classification. For example, Niemeyer et al. (2014) addressed the task of contextual classification of ALS point clouds by integrating a random forest
classifier into a CRF framework. Subsequently, Niemeyer et al. (2016)
continued to expand this work and proposed a two-layer CRF to aggregate spatial and semantic context. However, these methods tend to
misclassify small and large objects due to over smoothing (Xu et al.,
2014), which cannot well distinguish the multiple categories at different scales in ALS point clouds.

technique. However, the above methods still require 3D-2D transformation, causing the loss of valuable geometric information which is
implicitly represented by the spatial arrangement of 3D points.
2.2.2. Voxel-based methods
Another option is to voxelize the point clouds as regular 3D grids,
over which 3D CNNs can be employed (Maturana and Scherer, 2015)
and each voxel is assigned a class label.
For example, Huang and You (2016) performed point cloud labeling
by training a 3D CNN composed of two 3D convolutional layers, two 3D
max-pooling layers, a fully connected layer and a logistic regression
layer. Tchapmi et al. (2017) used a 3D CNN to produce coarse downsampled voxel labels and transfered them back to the point level
through a trilinear interpolation layer. The results were further refined
by a fully connected conditional random field. However, the main
disadvantage is that using 3D CNN on dense voxel grids requires huge
memory footprint and computational overhead. Given the sparsity of
3D data, some works have been proposed to apply 3D CNNs to sparse
data structures, e.g., octree (Wang et al., 2017), Kd-trees (Klokov and
Lempitsky, 2017) or coordinate lists (Graham et al., 2018). In particular, Schmohl and Sörgel (2019) proposed the application of sparse
submanifold convolutional networks (SSCNs) for efficient semantic
segmentation of voxelized ALS point clouds. The best overall accuracy
was obtained by fully convolutional inference with spectral information
as additional point attributes and network ensembles. Despite these
advances, rasterization of point clouds is still required, which suffers
from truncation errors and information loss. Therefore, it is worth
studying to apply the neural network directly to the raw, i.e. unrasterised point clouds.

2.2. Using deep features and neural networks
Given the plateau in performance of the approaches relying on the
handcrafted features, recent works have begun to investigate the deep
neural networks to learn a high-level feature representation for ALS
point cloud classification. According to the difference of input data,
these methods can be divided into the following three categories:

2.2.3. Point-based methods
Recently, a pioneering work PointNet (Qi et al., 2017a) that can
take raw point clouds as input was proposed and achieved compelling
performance on shape classification and semantic segmentation tasks.
PointNet is essentially a stack of weights-shared multi-layer perceptrons
(MLP) which maps 3D point coordinates individually (or include additional attributes, e.g. RGB information) to high-dimensional latent
features. The key ingredient of PointNet is using a symmetric function
(e.g. max-pooling, average-pooling) to maintain permutation invariance. Due to the fact that PointNet treats each point individually, it
cannot effectively capture local structures of point clouds. However,
local information is indeed significant for feature learning, which has
been proven in the 2D CNNs. Thus, follow-up works are devoted to
capturing richer local pattern representation in the network. For instance, PointNet++ (Qi et al., 2017b) presented a deep hierarchical
network that applies the PointNet on a nested partitioning of the input
point set. Specifically, the hierarchical structure is composed by a
number of set abstraction levels to progressively abstract larger and
larger local regions along the hierarchy. PointCNN (Li et al., 2018)
proposed to learn an -transformation from neighborhoods and the
typical convolution operations were subsequently applied on the
-transformed features. PointSIFT (Jiang et al., 2018) designed a
module to encode information from 8 different orientations for each
point, which was recursively integrated into the PointNet++ (Qi et al.,
2017b).
For ALS point clouds, Yousefhussien et al. (2018) modified the
PointNet and increased the dimensionality of feature space to perform
classification in an end-to-end manner. In addition to the raw point
cloud coordinates, this work also extracted the spectral features from
the corresponding georeferenced IR-R-G imagery as input. Winiwarter
et al. (2019) extracted batches from ALS point clouds representing
small, spatially grouped areas, instead of using common random subsets. The batches are classified concurrently with an adaptation of
PointNet++, which is capable of handling metric, scaled coordinates
and additional attributes from the point cloud. Arief et al. (2019)
proposed Atrous XCRF to address the overfitting issue when using deep

2.2.1. Feature image-based methods
Due to the unordered and irregular characteristics of 3D point
clouds, classic CNNs that require rasterized data cannot be applied directly. Thus, considerable works focused on converting ALS point
clouds into regular raster representations as input to the CNNs. One
option is to transform each point into a feature image, then the classification of a point can be treated as the labeling of an image.
For instance, Hu and Yuan (2016) performed ground points classification of ALS point clouds by representing each point as a 128 × 128
pixel image with spatial context. Each pixel is carefully crafted by
considering the height information in the neighborhood area, i.e.,
Zmin, Zmax and Zmean . Similarly, Yang et al. (2018) enhanced the pixelwise features (e.g. normalized height, planarity, sphericity, and variance of deviation angles) and regarded them as the input of a multiscale CNN model for semantic labeling of ALS point clouds. Zhao et al.
(2018) generated 32 × 32 pixel contextual images including the information (e.g. height, intensity and roughness) that represents the
point’s neighborhood in multiple scales. Additionally, the classification
results from the CNN were optimized by performing a trade-off with the
results estimated by a bagged decision tree classifier using the point
attributes, e.g. spectral vector. Generally, in these methods, complicated
feature images need to be generated before network training, which
limits extensibility by additional features. Moreover, these methods are
often computationally redundant since close points the same features
are calculated and processed multiple times in the network (Schmohl
and Sörgel, 2019).
On the contrary, encoder-decoder networks (Ronneberger et al.,
2015) can simultaneously label the pixels of the entire image. Inspired
by this, Politz and Sester (2018) as well as Rizaldy et al. (2018) projected the whole point clouds onto a 2D image plane, and the pixel-wise
classification was then performed by a fully convolutional network
(Long et al., 2015). Thus, a patch of size 100 × 100 m can be processed
in one step, which is significantly faster than the previous CNN-based
28
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Fig. 2. Illustration of our geometry-aware convolution (GA-Conv). For the neighborhood of each centroid point (red solid point), GA-Conv can learn an inductive
high-level local representation f with discriminative geometry awareness. Specifically, we first calculate a low-level geometric feature prior G , then it is mapped to
a high-dimensional feature vector fgeo through a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network, which can further encode the underlying geometric properties of whole .
The fgeo and original neighbors feature vector f xj can be combined by addition or concatenation. Alternatively, the normalized fgeo can also be regarded as the weights
of f xj . Due to the channel alignment, we can apply the element-wise multiplication to combine them. Finally, the geometry-aware local representation f
obtained by aggregation function

.

neural network model (e.g. PointCNN) for the classification of ALS point
clouds with relatively limited data size. The method works by retraining
a validated model using unlabeled test data.
Generally, the convolutions for point feature learning in these networks usually borrow concepts from 2D CNNs, failing to explicitly
capture the geometric structure of the neighborhoods and thus the
encoded semantic features lack geometry aware ability. Thus, they
cannot effectively handle numerous geometric instances in ALS point
clouds. Additionally, all of the networks are composed of a single encoding and decoding architecture. Therefore, they cannot make full use
of receptive fields information at each level, which is the key to classify
multiple categories at different scales.

can be

x j P (x i ) , our goal is to construct a local pattern representation fP of
this neighborhood. Here, x i is obtained by farthest point sampling (Qi
et al., 2017b) from input point clouds and neighbors x j are defined by
r } , where r is sphere radius.
3D euclidean distance: P = {xj xj x i
Thus, we can formulate this issue as follows:
f =

({ (f xj),

xj }),

xj

(x i ),

(1)

where f xj is the feature vector of neighbors x j . In PointNet++ (Qi et al.,
2017b), the features transform function
is a shared 1 × 1 PointNet
layer (Qi et al., 2017a), which maps f xj of each neighborhood point
individually into a higher dimensional feature space and the function
is a max-pooling function that aggregates all the transformed f xj to
generate f . That is, the function
in PointNet++ treats individual
points in local point sets independently and thus lacks the perception
for the whole neighborhood structure, which cannot effectively learn
the local pattern of . Considering that the objects in ALS point clouds
usually have distinct geometric properties and are densely distributed,
e.g. tracts of roof and facade, we would like to build a learnable
neighborhood convolution module with discriminative geometry
awareness.
Learn from geometric prior. In the past, researchers have designed
the most relevant hand-crafted features (Weinmann et al., 2013) for
point cloud classification. These features can describe specific geometric primitives, but are low dimensional compared with the features
learned by neural networks, which limits their representation ability to
depict complicated patterns. Given our above analysis of hand-crafted
features and neural networks, we propose a geometry-aware convolution that predefines low-level geometric vectors as prior knowledge to
induce the feature learning of high-level local pattern representation,
endowing it capable of geometry awareness, inspired by Liu et al.
(2019b). As shown in Fig. 2, We first calculate some low-dimensional
neighbor geometric features G from each neighborhood
and map
them to a high-dimensional geometry-aware feature vector fgeo using
function
. Note that the dimensions of fgeo and original neighbors
feature f xj are consistent, which facilitates the follow-up operations.
Then, we need to explore the combination of the two kinds of feature vectors. One option is to simply add or concatenate the two features, as shown in Formula (2).

2.3. Using height-above-ground (HaG) features
In particular, the above classification methods share a key similarity, i.e., most of them generate the HaG features as input to take
advantage of the discrepancy in elevation of ALS point clouds, thereby
improving the classification results. The effectiveness of HaG features
has been analyzed by Niemeyer et al. (2014), which shows to be the
strongest and most discernible feature for all the classes and relations.
For instance, HaG features are able to distinguish the points on a roof or
road level (Yang et al., 2018). However, in order to calculate the HaG
features, digital terrain model (DTM) needs to be extracted first, which,
in turn, requires an initial classification of ground points (refer to
(Meng et al., 2010) for a review of ground filtering algorithms). This is a
tedious and time-consuming process. Thus, it is valuable to probe into
how to make the classification network directly benefit from the elevation information of the ALS point clouds.
3. Geometry-attentional network
In Section 3.1, we first describe the proposed geometry-aware
convolution (GA-Conv). Then, a dense hierarchical network (GADHNet) that takes the GA-Conv as feature encoder is presented in Section
3.2. Last, in Section 3.3, we append the elevation-attention (EA) to the
GADH-Net to further enhance the discrimination of the model. The
GADH-Net with EA, an alias for our geometry-attentional network, is
our final model.

(f xj) = [f geo, f xj] = [

(G ), f xj],

(2)

where [·] denotes the operator of concatenation or element-wise addition.
Another option is to regard fgeo as the geometric weight wj of f xj ,
where wj encodes the geometric differences between different .

3.1. Geometry-aware convolution
Problem definition. For a given centroid point x i and its neighbors
29
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Fig. 3. Illustration of our network architecture analysis. (a) Plain hierarchical network, GAPH-Net, consists of encoder (our GA-Conv), decoder (FP-module (Qi et al.,
2017b)) layers and sparse skip connection paths. Each node represents a feature matrix that has N points with f feature channels. PointSIFT (Jiang et al., 2018)
module is added to the nodes filled with light green to further improve the ability of feature representation. is weighted cross-entropy loss function. (b) GAPH-Nets
with less down-sampling layers and lower-level receptive fields. (c) Dense hierarchical network, GADH-Net with deep supervision. (d) GADH-Net with our elevationattention module. For clarity, we did not draw the loss function here.

Meanwhile, in order to train the network stably, we need to normalize
the high-dimensional weight wj utilizing a normalization layer . Then
we can use element-wise multiplication to obtain a new geometryaware neighborhood feature, i.e.,

(f xj) = wj ·f xj =

{

(G )}· f xj.

is often larger than that in the ground, like (Hackel et al., 2016), we
compute a four-dimensional height feature, i.e., vertical range
Vr = zmax zmin , height below Hb = z zmin , height above
Ha = zmax z and height variance Hv . Finally, the G can be
defined as a low-level feature vector with 12 channels,
[L , P , S , O , A , E , , C , Vr , Ha, Hb, Hv].
It is noted that the G is directly calculated during the network
training, rather than before the network training (Yang et al., 2018), so
it is more flexible and easy to expand.
Therefore, the local neighborhood feature f can be represented
with explicit geometric awareness. Take the Eq. (3) as example, we can
rewrite Eq. (1) as follows:

(3)

Specifically, the mapping function
is implemented by a shared
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with ReLU (Nair and Hinton, 2010) and
batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015), aggregation function
is still the symmetric function max-pooling which can maintain permutation invariance. Sigmoid or softmax functions are used as the
normalization layer . We will further discuss the effects of these two
combined ideas in Section 4.3.1.
As for the G , we follow (Weinmann et al., 2013) to calculate low0 of
level geometric 3D features based on eigenvalues 1
2
3
1
is the local
covariance matrix C = k j (xj x )(xj x ) , where
point sets of k neighbors defined by the radius r of spherical neighborhood and x is the center point of . Additionally, the eigenvalues
are normalized to sum up to 1 to ensure the stability of network
training. Similar to Weinmann et al. (2013), we measure linearity L ,
planarity P , sphericity S , omni-variance O , anisotropy A , eigenentropy E , sum
and the change of curvature C , which can be defined
as follows:

L =
S =

1

2

P =

1
3

O =

1

2

f = max ({ {MLP(G )}·f xj,
j = 1, … , k

With the above GA-Conv as a basic operator, an effective point
cloud feature learning network can be constructed. Specifically, given
an N × C feature matrix that represents N points with C-dimensional
feature, GA-Conv outputs a new feature matrix N × C , where
N > N , C < C . This is because that N is down-sampled from input
point sets of size N using farthest point sampling (Qi et al., 2017b),
while C is obtained through geometry-aware convolution and channelwise raising, i.e.,

3

1 2 3

+1

3

A =
=

1

3

E =

1

1

+

+

3

C =

3
1+ 2+ 3

= GA Conv(

where

(6)

)

point feature matrix in layer
, and
.
Plain hierarchical architecture. As shown in Fig. 3(a), we can
build a hierarchical network by applying our GA-Conv for feature encoding recursively. Besides, in order to perform per-point classification
task, we need to use consecutive up-sampling operation, i.e., feature

i ln( i )
i=1

2

(5)

3.2. Dense hierarchical architecture

1
3

xj }).

(4)

In addition, considering the importance of height variation in ALS
point clouds, e.g., the height change in the neighborhood of tree points
30

N ×C ,

represents
+1

N ×C
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propagation (FP) module (Qi et al., 2017b) to restore the size of original
point sets and pointwise features from the deeper layers. Finally, the
class probability map of each point is obtained through a full convolution (FC) layer. In practice, the FC layers are 1 × 1 convolutions
with dropout. For the loss function , we adopt weighted cross entropy,
considering the imbalance of category samples in ALS point clouds. In
Section 4.2, we will introduce the weight coefficients in detail. Additionally, we also add sparse skip connection paths to our network,
which have been proven effective in classic 2D CNN (Ronneberger
et al., 2015) to reduce information loss during the down-sampling
process. Moreover, we use the PointSIFT module to enhance the feature
information of each point in the same layer. We refer to the encoderdecoder network as GAPH-Net.
Similar to classic 2D CNN architecture (Ronneberger et al., 2015), it
is easy to see that point feature matrices in the lower-level layers have
smaller receptive fields, while those in the deeper down-sampling encoding layers have larger receptive fields. In the point cloud classification task, we argue that different categories require different levels of
receptive fields to be better distinguished. Smaller objects (e.g. cars)
prefer smaller receptive fields, while larger objects (e.g. roofs) do the
opposite. Therefore, it is necessary to make full use of receptive fields
information at all levels to perform classification.
Dense hierarchical network. The intuitive idea is to train multiple
GAPH-Nets with different numbers of down-sampling layers, as shown
in Fig. 3(b), yet this is not efficient enough. Instead, we construct a
dense hierarchical network by redesigning the skip pathways between
down-sampling and up-sampling processes, inspired by Unet++ (Zhou
et al., 2018). We call this network as GADH-Net, which integrates
multiple GAPH-Nets of different depths in a unified network. Specifically, down-sampling encoding features of each level are respectively
up-sampled back to the original input size for per-point prediction.
Meanwhile, the encoder and decoder sub-networks are densely connected through the skip pathways. In Fig. 3(c), F i, j represents a point
feature matrix that has N points with f feature channels, where i indexes
the down-sampling layers and j indexes different feature matrices in the
same layers. For clarity, we only annotate the feature dimension in the
down-sampling process. Thus, each F i, j can be computed as the following paradigm:

F i, j =

GA Conv(F i
([[F i, k]kj =10 ,

1, j ),

j=0

FP(F i + 1, j 1)]),

j>0

Fig. 4. Illustration of our GADH-Net with EA. Compared with Fig. 3(d), here,
we outline the overall network structure and show the detail of our elevationattention module.

3.3. Elevation-attention module
Many studies have shown that the elevation information plays a
vital role in ALS point cloud classification (Niemeyer et al., 2014).
Thus, lots of previous works (Arief et al., 2019; Yousefhussien et al.,
2018) extracted the HaG feature as input before network training to
improve classification results. From our point of view, the HaG feature
is essentially an emphasis on the elevation information of each point
but requires an initial classification of ground points.
By contrast, we design an elevation-attention (EA) module which
can utilize the elevation information directly in the network to improve
classification results. The module take per-point elevation information
into account when generating the final class probability map, which can
be trained end-to-end. The upper part of Fig. 3(d) shows this process,
and the detail of this module is depicted in Fig. 4. Specifically, we regard the z coordinates of the input point clouds as a 1-dimensional
feature vector and use a shared three-layer MLP network (Each layer
consists of 1 × 1 convolution, batch normalization and ReLU.) to map
them to the same d-dimensional feature channels as the node feature
matrix F 0,3 . Then the high-dimensional feature is normalized through
an activation layer to generate elevation-attention weights. Due to
0,3
channel alignment, elevation-aware pointwise features FEA
can be obtained by channel-wise multiplication. In this way, the elevation-attention weights can adaptively adjust each channel of the feature matrix F 0,3 and then affect the generation of the final class probability
map, so as to improve the classification performance. We can formulate
the elevation-attention module as follows:

(7)

where function GA -Conv(·) is our geometry-aware convolution mentioned above, FP(·) denotes a feature propagation layer, [·] denotes the
concatenation layer. And
denotes a 1 × 1 convolution operation,
mapping the concatenated features to a specified dimension. The dense
skip connections make full use of the feature information in each layer,
bringing the semantic level of the encoding feature matrices closer to
the corresponding decoding feature matrices, which is conducive to
network training.
Deep supervision. In order to unleash the full potential of the
pointwise features from different levels, we append deep supervision
into our GADH-Net. Due to the dense hierarchical structure, the GADHNet can generate feature matrices of original size at multi-level receptive fields, i.e., {F 0, j , j {1, 2, 3}} . Subsequently, these pointwise
features are passed through the FC layers to generate multiple class
probability maps, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(c), the final loss is
calculated from the prediction results of all levels so that each branch
can be optimized through back propagation simultaneously during the
network training. In the inference stage, the F 0,3 , which integrates all
the optimized feature information from different levels, is used to obtain the final prediction labels.

0,3
FEA
=

EA· F

0,3

=

{MLP(z i )}·F 0,3

(8)

where z i is the z coordinates of the original point clouds, i = 1, …, N .
The output dimensions of the three-layer MLP are 64, 128, and 128,
respectively. The normalized activation layer is implemented by the
sigmoid or softmax function. We will discuss them in detail in Section
4.3.3.
4. Experiment
Our experiments are organized as follows: In Section 4.1, we describe the ALS point cloud dataset and data preprocessing methods.
Implementation details are introduced in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we
perform comprehensive ablation study to validate the effectiveness of
our proposed methods. The qualitative and quantitative classification
results of our model are shown in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we
compare our model with other state-of-the-art methods on the Vaihingen 3D dataset. Finally, in Section 4.6, we include a generalization
experiment on the DFC 3D dataset to further shows the applicability of
our model.
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Fig. 5. Vaihingen 3D dataset. Scene I (left) is the training set. We divided it into two parts without overlap, one for model training, while the other for validation.
Scene II (right) is the test set, which is used for model evaluation. Classes and colors: powerline (orange), low vegetation (dark green), impervious surfaces (gray), car
(sun orange), fence/hedge (dark red), roof (blue), facade (light violet), shrub (green yellow), and tree (lime green).

calculated as the percentage of correctly classified points out of the
total points. The F1 score is the harmonic average of precision and
recall of each category, which are defined as follows:

Table 1
Class distribution of the Vaihingen 3D dataset. Note that the test set labels are
unknown during the network training.
Class

Training Set

Test Set

Powerline
Low Vegetation
Impervious Surfaces
Car
Fence/Hedge
Roof
Facade
Shrub
Tree

546
180,850
193,723
4,614
12,070
152,045
27,250
47,605
135,173
753,876

600
98,690
101,986
3,708
7,422
109,048
11,224
24,818
54,226
411,722

precision = TP /(TP + FP )
recall = TP /(TP + FN )
F 1 Score = 2 ×

precision × recall
precision + recall

(9)

where TP,FP and FN are true positives, false positives and false negatives respectively.
For batch training purposes in deep learning methods, similar to
Arief et al. (2019), we need to divide this dataset into point data blocks.
Considering the coverage area and point density of the dataset, we first
slice the training set using 100 m by 100 m blocks (ignoring the z coordinates) without overlap. As shown in Fig. 6, 13 data blocks are
generated. Among them, considering the class balance, we take block 2

4.1. Dataset and preprocessing
We evaluate the proposed methods using ISPRS Vaihingen 3D
Semantic Labeling benchmark dataset1 (Niemeyer et al., 2014), which
is an ALS point cloud dataset captured by a Leica ALS50 system with a
mean flying height 500 m above Vaihingen, Germany. The point density is approximately 6.7 points/m2, and each point is recorded with a
format { x , y , z , intensity, return number}. We use the above 5 dimensional feature as the input of our network. Besides, we can obtain
spectral information from the corresponding georeferenced IR-R-G
imagery (Cramer, 2010; Rottensteiner et al., 2014). Here we only use it
for visualization (shown in Fig. 6). The dataset is subdivided into two
regions by the organizer, namely training set and test set with 753,876
points and 411,722 points, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5, nine semantic categories have been predefined, including powerline, low vegetation, impervious surfaces, car, fence/hedge, roof, facade, shrub,
and tree. Table 1 lists detailed information about the category distribution.
Following the benchmark dataset, we use overall accuracy (OA) and
average F1 score to evaluate the classification performance. The OA is

Fig. 6. Illustration of training data blocks partition, colorized by IR-R-G spectral information.

1
http://www2.isprs.org/commissions/comm3/wg4/3d-semantic-labeling.
html.
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Table 2
Quantitative results (%) of different GA-Conv models and the baseline on the Vaihingen 3D dataset. All cells except the first three columns show the per-class F1
scores. Model A is a baseline using the SA module (Qi et al., 2017b) instead of our GA-Conv; Model B uses GA-Conv by concatenating fgeo and f xj ; Model C adds fgeo

and f xj together to realize GA-Conv. Model D and E both regard the normalized fgeo as geometric weights and use element-wise multiplication. While, the former uses
sigmoid as the normalization function

and the latter uses softmax.

Model

OA

Avg. F1

Power

Low_veg

Imp_surf

Car

Fence/Hedge

Roof

Facade

Shrub

Tree

A
B
C
D
E

82.7
83.2
83.4
83.1
83.5

68.8
69.5
68.3
69.4
69.2

61.8
68.1
64.6
65.5
69.3

81.2
81.7
82.2
81.4
82.0

90.6
91.0
90.9
91.1
91.0

76.8
78.3
72.5
76.4
75.2

33.8
27.0
23.5
32.8
25.4

93.2
93.5
93.6
93.7
93.7

56.6
58.5
61.1
57.8
58.1

46.1
47.2
45.2
46.3
46.2

79.4
81.0
81.2
79.9
81.8

(refer to Table 1), we use the weighted cross-entropy loss to supervise
network training. Precisely, the weight coefficient of each category is
calculated based on the proportion of its number of samples to the total,
i.e.,

1

Wc =
ln

+

Nc

C

Nc
c=1

(10)

where is set to 1.2, according to PointNet++ (Qi et al., 2017b).
In the inference stage, due to the characteristics of batch processing
in deep learning methods, the network will predict a fixed number of
point labels for each block. To ensure that as many points as possible in
the block are predicted by the network, we randomly sample 4096
points three times in each block. As a result, most of the points in the
block can be classified multiple times due to repeated sampling but
there are still a few points that may be missed. Here we use a k-nearest
neighbor voting algorithm to obtain the label of each point in the original test data.

Fig. 7. The qualitative classification results of different models. Compared with
the baseline, our GAPH-Net with the proposed GA-Conv has stronger discrimination for the objects with distinct geometric characteristics, such as roof
and facade. In particular, the model corrects numerous misclassified points
between the roof and tree, thereby boosting the classification performance for
both of them.

4.3. Ablation study

and 7 as our validation set and the remaining blocks for training. Then,
each of the 100 m by 100 m blocks are sliced using 25 m by 25 m
blocks. We set the sliding step size of x , y directions to 12.5 m to increase the quantity of data available by overlap. The test set is also
divided by the same procedure. Finally, our training, validation and test
sets contain 398, 89 and 301 blocks, respectively. Each block contains
about a few hundred to ten thousand points, due to irregular shape and
uneven density of the dataset.
When training our network, we randomly sample fixed 4096 points
from each block to generate batch data without replacement. If the
block has less than 4096 points, we perform sampling with replacement. The points in each block are normalized to the local coordinate
system by subtracting the center point coordinates. And we scale them
according to the standard deviation of the data in each dimension to
improve the training performance. Finally, we further augment the
batch data by randomly rotating points around the z-axis to increase
robustness to orientation.

In this section, we will investigate the effectiveness of the proposed
methods, i.e., the GA-Conv, dense architecture and elevation-attention
module, respectively. Note that we regard the PointSIFT overall network architecture (Jiang et al., 2018) as the baseline model, which uses
the SA module (Qi et al., 2017b) as feature encoder, instead of our GAConv.
4.3.1. Effectiveness of GA-Conv
To justify our GA-Conv and further explore the optimal combination
of fgeo and f xj , we trained five models using the same hyper-parameters
configurations, namely, the above baseline model (model A), GAPH-Net
that uses concatenation or addition (models B & C) and GAPH-Net that
uses multiplication, =sigmoid or softmax (models D & E). That is, the
GA-Conv in model B, C is implemented by Eq. (2) and that in model D,
E follows the Eq. (3).
Table 2 lists the quantitative results of different models. We report
the per-class F1 scores to analyze the effect of the GA-Conv for each
class in detail. Comparing models B, C, D, E with the baseline model A,
we can find a similarity that using GA-Conv as feature encoder generally improves the F1 score of some categories with distinct geometric
properties (e.g. linearity and planarity), such as powerline, impervious
surfaces, roof and facade. But there is no consistent improvement in F1
scores of other categories (e.g. car and fence/hedge). The results clearly
show the effectiveness of our GA-Conv, which can further encode the
geometric structures of the whole neighborhood to make numerous
geometric instances more distinguishable. Besides, the GA-Conv also
improves the results of several kinds of vegetation classes, such as low
vegetation and tree, since there are fewer misclassified points between
these categories and numerous geometric instances, as shown in Fig. 7.
In terms of the OA and average F1 score, our GA-Conv does help

4.2. Implementation details
We implement all our models in the framework of Tensorflow
1.12.0, which are trained with two 12 GB Titan Xp GPUs. The number
of neighbors k is set to 32 when calculating low-dimensional prior G ,
which is consistent with neighborhood definition in PointNet++ (Qi
et al., 2017b). The Adam optimizer is adopted with an initial learning
rate of 0.001 that varies based on the cosine decay restart schedule. The
batch size, max epoch, decay rate and decay step are set to 14, 1000,
0.7 and 31840, respectively. Dropout with a rate of 0.5 is used at the
second FC layers. The entire training process takes about seven hours.
In addition, considering the categories imbalance of the dataset
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performance but not to a significant extent in that the introduction of
low dimensional geometric priors may increase the difficulty of network training. The nested skip connections in our dense hierarchical
architecture can massively alleviate this problem, which will be analyzed in Section 4.3.4. Additionally, comparing models B～E, we can
conclude that the model will perform better when the GA-Conv is implemented by Eq. (3) and =softmax. In the following, we deploy the
GA-Conv in this way.

Table 5
Space and time complexity of different model architectures. The “M” stands for
million.
Model
Baseline
GAPH-Net
GADH-Net
GADH-Net w/ EA

4.3.2. Effectiveness of dense architecture
We train our GADH-Net (shown in Fig. 3(c)) to investigate the
performance of the dense hierarchical architecture. Quantitative classification results are listed in Table 3.
As we can see, with the dense hierarchical architecture, the F1
scores of most categories have been improved (7 out of 9 classes),
especially these categories that vary greatly in scale, e.g. car (79.1%)
and roof (94.3%). The result shows that the GADH-Net that makes full
use of multi-level receptive fields can better classify both large-scale
and small-scale categories simultaneously, boosting the classification
performance in OA by 0.7% and average F1 score by 1.5%, respectively.
Note that the F1 score of the powerline has decreased instead. The
reason behind this is that the single-scale powerline class has a tiny
number of samples, accounting for only 0.1% of the test set, as listed in
Table 1. A slight misclassification will cause a drastic change in the F1
score. Thus, the multi-scale feature matrix F 0,3 with mixed featured
information reduces the ability of the GADH-Net to identify this category.

GAPH-Net

GADH-Net

Powerline
Low Vegetation
Impervious Surfaces
Car
Fence/Hedge
Roof
Facade
Shrub
Tree
OA
Avg. F1

61.8
81.2
90.6
76.8
33.8
93.2
56.6
46.1
79.4
82.7
68.8

69.3
82.0
91.0
75.2
25.4
93.7
58.1
46.2
81.8
83.5
69.2

60.9
81.9
91.2
79.1
36.1
94.3
62.0
48.2
82.4
84.2
70.7

Table 4
Quantitative classification results (%) for GADH-Net with and without elevation-attention (EA) on the Vaihingen 3D dataset. (EA1 uses the sigmoid as activation layer, while EA2 uses the softmax.)
Class

GADH-Net

w/ EA1

w/ EA2

Powerline
Low Vegetation
Impervious Surfaces
Car
Fence/Hedge
Roof
Facade
Shrub
Tree
OA
Avg. F1

60.9
81.9
91.2
79.1
36.1
94.3
62.0
48.2
82.4
84.2
70.7

74.0
82.3
91.6
78.0
34.6
94.3
63.2
49.1
83.2
84.4
72.3

75.4
82.0
91.6
77.8
44.2
94.4
61.5
49.6
82.6
84.5
73.2

M
M
M
M

24280
22417
24754
24968

M
M
M
M

4.3.4. Accuracy analysis
In order to fully demonstrate the performance differences between
different models, we conduct accuracy evaluation on the validation set
(89 blocks) and test set (301 blocks) of Vaihingen 3D dataset after
training each epoch. (During the evaluation, the network is not trained.
That is, the evaluation does not affect model parameters.) Fig. 9 shows
the accuracy curves of the baseline model and our proposed different
models, i.e. GAPH-Net, GADH-Net, GADH-Net with EA. All the models
are trained using identical configurations, as mentioned in Section 4.2.
Comparing the red curve with the blue and green curves in Fig. 9(a)-(b),
we can conclude that the dense network architecture is significantly
better in performance and more stable than the GAPH-Net, especially
after 400 epochs. This is because that the dense skip connections in the
GADH-Net (with EA) make the point feature matrices of the decoder
and the corresponding encoder more semantically similar, conducive to
network training and convergence. Another notable phenomenon is
that our models have a similar trend for accuracy in the test data and
validation data. While, in the test data, the accuracy of the model with
EA is obviously higher than that without the EA (blue and green curves
in (a)), while there is little difference in the validation data (blue and
green curves in (b)). The reason for this is that the validation data is
directly divided from the training data set. Although no overlap, they
are still similar. However, in the face of test data that is more different,
e.g. point density and scene changes, the elevation-attention further
strengthens the discrimination ability of our model, leading to a better
classification result.
Finally, as shown in Fig. 9(c)-(d), the performance of our geometryattentional network that embeds all the above three ideas is visibly
superior to the baseline model, whether on the test data or the validation data.

Table 3
Quantitative classification results (%) of different network architectures on the
Vaihingen 3D dataset.
Baseline

13.53
13.83
14.78
14.80

#FLOPs/sample

softmax function.
Results in Table 4 show that applying the EA to the network can
further boost the performance, especially the average F1 score. Concretely, the F1 scores of categories with relatively stable elevation
distribution, such as powerline, impervious surfaces, and shrub, are all
improved whether in EA1 or EA2 . This is because that the EA module
makes our network take per-point elevation into account during the
prediction process, helping classification in an end-to-end manner.
Besides, comparing the performance of EA1 with EA2 , the latter is more
effective in considering the elevation information, which is used as our
final model. The reason for this is probably that the softmax normalizes
all the channels to sum up to 1, making the attention weights more
meaningful. Unfortunately, note that the performance of the facade in
EA2 has a slight decline. We observe that the facade points are usually
perpendicular to the horizontal plane, refer to the Fig. 10. Thus, overemphasizing the role of elevation in classification may not be appropriate for this category, which needs further research.

4.3.3. Effectiveness of elevation-attention
The classification results of GADH-Net with or without the elevation-attention (EA) are listed in Table 4. EA1 means that we use sigmoid
activation function to normalize the attention weight, while EA2 uses

Class

#params

4.3.5. Complexity and runtime analysis
Table 5 summarizes space (number of parameters in the network)
and time (floating-point operations/sample) complexity of different
network models for point cloud classification with 4096 points as the
input. Compared with the baseline PointSIFT (Jiang et al., 2018), our
geometry-attentional network (GADH-Net with EA) increases the
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params by 9.4% and the FLOPs by 2.8% mainly due to the dense
hierarchical architecture. Since the complexity of these two networks is
on the same order of magnitude, the runtime is almost the same. Empirically, it takes about 17.4 s and 17.7 s to train an epoch on Vaihingen
3D dataset using the baseline and our geometry-attentional network,
respectively. For inference, classifying the test set containing 411,722
points takes about 54.2 s and 56.5 s using the baseline and our geometry-attentional network, respectively. (all time including I/O and
data preprocessing (i.e. blocks partition), and each block is sampled
three times for better performance).
4.4. Classification results
The error map and classification map predicted by our geometryattentional network (i.e. GADH-Net with EA) are shown in Figs. 8 and
10, respectively. We can see that most of the points are classified correctly. As shown in the upper right of Fig. 10, the car, facade, and roof
are well identified, despite that the scale varies significantly between
these categories. Besides, our model is able to effectively distinguish the
powerline points, although their distribution is very sparse and the
number of samples is small, refer to the bottom left of Fig. 10.
Table 6 lists the classification confusion matrix. We can find that the
proposed model can identify most of the nine categories very well,
especially the powerline, low vegetation, impervious surfaces, car, roof
and tree, whose precision, recall and F1 scores are all above 70%.
Noticeably, the fence/hedge and shrub achieve the worst classification

Fig. 8. The error map of our GADH-Net with EA on the Vaihingen 3D dataset.
The green points and red points indicate the correct and wrong classification
results, respectively.

Fig. 9. The accuracy curves of different models on the test data and validation data of the Vaihingen 3D dataset.
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Fig. 10. The classification result of our GADH-Net with EA on the Vaihingen 3D test set. The parts in the black boxes are enlarged to show the details, especially the
classification result of facade (light violet), car (sun orange) and powerline (orange). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

results. According to the confusion matrix, a large part of the fence/
hedge points are wrongly identified as shrub since the two categories
have similar topological properties and elevation distribution. Besides,
many low vegetation points are misclassified as impervious surfaces.
Spectral information, e.g. IR-R-G features, may improve the classification results of these two categories. Nevertheless, in order to make a fair
comparison with most other methods, we did not add this information
for network training.

4.5. Comparisons with other methods
Quantitative comparison results between our model and other
methods tested on the Vaihingen 3D test set are listed in Table 7. The
IIS_7 (Ramiya et al., 2016) first transforms a point cloud into supervoxels, then a k-NN classifier is adopted to label each point according to
the spectral and geometric features extracted from the supervoxels. The
UM (Horvat et al., 2016) uses a genetic algorithm based on a set of

Table 6
The Confusion matrix of our GADH-Net with EA on the Vaihingen 3D test set with per-class precision, recall and F1 score (%). The overall accuracy (OA) is 84.5% and
the average F1 score (Avg. F1) is 73.2%.
Classes

Power

Low_veg

Imp_surf

Car

Fence/Hedge

Roof

Facade

Shrub

Tree

Power
Low_veg
Imp_surf
Car
Fence/Hedge
Roof
Facade
Shrub
Tree

465
0
0
0
0
136
17
4
11

2
77,876
5054
29
830
1698
752
3929
971

0
10,486
95,939
154
209
241
170
229
41

0
216
39
2753
53
3
87
168
49

0
407
76
78
2622
46
36
749
442

86
1388
537
180
393
103,572
1832
1317
1059

1
232
46
33
35
1018
5871
294
332

1
5779
260
411
2675
1184
1459
14,297
6780

45
2306
35
70
605
1150
1000
3831
44,541

Precision
Recall
F1 score

73.5
77.5
75.4

85.4
78.9
82.0

89.3
94.0
91.6

81.7
74.2
77.8

58.8
35.3
44.2

93.8
95.0
94.4

74.7
52.3
61.5

43.5
57.6
49.6

83.1
82.1
82.6
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Table 7
Quantitative comparison (%) between our model and other methods on Vaihingen 3D dataset. All cells except the first three columns show the per-class F1 scores.
Note that, Ours (1) and Ours (2) are the same model, i.e., our geometry-attentional network. While the former does not use the category-related weighted loss to
supervise network training (i.e., weights are consistent across categories), while the latter uses the weighted loss.
Method

OA

Avg. F1

Power

Low_veg

Imp_surf

Car

Fence/Hedge

Roof

Facade

Shrub

Tree

IIS_7
UM
HM_1
LUH
alsNet
RIT_1
WhuY4
SSCNs
A-XCRF

76.2
80.8
80.5
81.6
80.6
81.6
84.9
85.0
85.0

55.3
58.9
66.4
68.4
60.4
63.3
69.2
70.8
71.1

54.4
46.1
69.8
59.6
70.1
37.5
42.5
61.1
63.0

65.2
79.0
73.8
77.5
80.5
77.9
82.7
82.6
82.6

85.0
89.1
91.5
91.1
90.2
91.5
91.4
91.8
91.9

57.9
47.7
58.2
73.1
45.7
73.4
74.7
77.9
74.9

28.9
5.2
29.9
34.0
7.6
18.0
53.7
33.0
39.9

90.9
92.0
91.6
94.2
93.1
94.0
94.3
95.3
94.5

52.7
54.7
56.3
47.3
49.3
53.1
63.0
59.3

39.5
40.9
47.8
46.6
34.7
45.9
47.9
47.9
50.7

75.6
77.9
80.2
83.1
74.5
82.5
82.8
84.2
82.7

Baseline
Ours (1)
Ours (2)

82.7
85.0
84.5

68.8
71.7
73.2

61.8
66.8
75.4

81.2
82.5
82.0

90.6
91.5
91.6

76.8
78.3
77.8

33.8
35.0
44.2

93.2
94.6
94.4

56.6
63.3
61.5

46.1
49.8
49.6

79.4
83.9
82.6

weighted cross-entropy loss to re-balance the impact of different categories considering the sample imbalance of the Vaihingen 3D dataset.
As is shown in Table 7, when the weighted loss is not used (Ours (1)),
our model can achieve a better performance in terms of OA (85.0%),
but the average F1 score dropped to 71.7%. (This value still ranks first
yet.) We can find that the F1 scores of some minority classes, such as
powerline and fence/hedge, dramatically degrades (-9%), while the
performance of the dominant classes, e.g. low vegetation and tree, increases slightly (about 1%). Considering that focusing on the OA makes
the model bias toward the dominant classes and results in the minority
classes being ignored, we argue that it is more meaningful to use the
average F1 score as the evaluation criteria, which better reflects the
classification performance of all categories. Thus, we use Ours (2) as
our final model.
In addition, it is worth noting that we do not use the HaG features as
input. While, most of the above deep learning methods (excluding the
baseline) generate the HaG features by point cloud processing software
as input to improve the classification performance. Instead, we add the
elevation-attention (EA) to our network that takes the per-point elevation into account to help classification end-to-end. As shown in
Table 7, our model gains the best performance for powerline, exceeding
the start-of-the-art deep learning based methods by 12.4%. Refer to
Fig. 10, we can find that the powerline points are stably distributed at
the elevation, which is mainly above the roof. We claim that the proposed EA endows our model the ability to identify this category well.
Besides, our model achieves the highest F1 scores for car (small object
that needs low-level receptive field) and facade (with distinct geometric
attributes), outperforming the best model by 2.9%, 2.2% respectively,
which can be attributed to our special network design for ALS point
cloud classification, i.e., the dense hierarchical network with geometry
awareness.

Table 8
Baseline model PointSIFT tested on the DFC 3D dataset.
Classes

Ground

High_veg

Building

Others

recall

Ground
High_veg
Building

804,928
3026
209,421

15,108
749,297
628,838

737,341
530,224
802,106

8,824,330
515,682
1,663,699

7.75%
41.67%
24.28%

precision
F1 score

79.12%
14.12%

53.78%
46.96%

38.76%
29.85%

OA=
15.22%

Avg. F1=
30.31%

Table 9
Our GADH-Net with EA tested on the DFC 3D dataset.
Classes

Ground

High_veg

Building

Others

recall

Ground
High_veg
Building

1,228,300
2758
185,158

14,528
1,702,444
931,704

1,177,005
23,991
980,379

7,961,874
69,036
1,206,823

11.83%
94.67%
29.67%

precision
F1 score

86.73%
20.82%

64.28%
76.57%

44.94%
35.74%

OA=
25.26%

Avg. F1=
44.38%

point attributes, textural properties and geometrical attributes. The
HM_1 (Steinsiek et al., 2017) computes the eigenvalue-based features
for each point and performs classification using CRF. The LUH
(Niemeyer et al., 2016) uses a two-layer hierarchical CRF on the points
and segments level, respectively. In summary, all of the above are
traditional methods based on handcrafted features and classifiers,
which cannot achieve satisfactory classification performance.
Instead, the alsNet (Winiwarter et al., 2019), RIT_1 (Yousefhussien
et al., 2018), WhuY4 (Yang et al., 2018), SSCNs (Schmohl and Sörgel,
2019) and A-XCRF (Arief et al., 2019) are all deep learning based
methods, which have been introduced in Section 2.2. The baseline
model is the PointSIFT network (Jiang et al., 2018). Note that there is
also a deep learning method called NANJ2 (Zhao et al., 2018). Due to
the powerline class being ignored, the method cannot be directly
compared with others, thus is not listed in the Table 7.
Compared with all the above methods, our geometry-attentional
network (Ours (2)), which incorporates all the ideas put forward in the
methodology, achieves a new start-of-the-art performance with an
average F1 score of 73.2%. Particularly, our model significantly improves the classification result of the baseline PointSIFT, outperforming
it by 1.8% and 4.4% in OA and average F1 score, respectively. The
performance gains are solely due to our innovation in the network
design since we use the same data preprocessing strategy and hyperparameters configurations as the baseline model. Note that the OA
(84.5%) of our model is on par with the current best models. The reason
why the OA of our approach is slightly lower is that we use the

4.6. Validation of generalization ability
In order to further verify the ability of our model to generalize, we
conduct a generalization experiment on the dataset of 2019 IEEE GRSS
Data Fusion Contest 3D point cloud classification challenge2 (DFC 3D)
(Bosch et al., 2019; Le Saux et al., 2019). That is, we use our geometryattentional network trained on the Vaihingen 3D dataset to predict class
labels for the DFC 3D dataset directly without retraining.
The DFC 3D dataset is also an ALS point cloud dataset, which is
scanned from Jacksonville, Florida and Omaha, Nebraska, provided in
ASCII text files with format {x , y , z , intensity, return number}. Six semantic classes in the dataset are predefined, including ground, high
2
http://www.grss-ieee.org/community/technical-committees/data-fusion/
2019-ieee-grss-data-fusion-contest/.
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Fig. 11. Qualitative generalization validation results tested on the DFC 3D dataset of the baseline model and our GADH-Net with EA (both trained on the Vaihingen
3D dataset). Training and test datasets do not have the same semantic labels. Despite that, our model can predict more reasonable results than the baseline model,
demonstrating the stronger generalization ability. Specifically, our model is more discriminative to identify building and high vegetation (rows 2,4,5). While, the
baseline is vulnerable to misclassify the roof and vegetation due to the lack of geometry-awareness. Moreover, the baseline model even divides wrongly the high
vegetation into low vegetation (row 3), which is mainly caused by the lack of our elevation-attention.

classification confusion matrices of the baseline PointSIFT (Jiang et al.,
2018) and our geometry-attentional network (GADH-Net with EA) are
shown in the Table 8 and Table 9, respectively. Our model exceeds the
baseline by more than 10% both in terms of OA and average F1 score.
Specifically, our model is notably superior to the baseline for high vegetation class, surpassing it by 29.6% in the F1 score. As the confusion
matrix shows, the baseline model tends to misclassify high vegetation
as building and others (mainly low vegetation), which is due to the lack
of geometry-awareness and elevation-attention. Fig. 11 shows the
qualitative classification results. We can find that both models can
identify the facade class to a certain extent (row 1) even if the DFC 3D
dataset does not subdivide this category, whereas our model achieves
more accurate classification results owing to the geometry-aware
ability.

Table 10
The classes correspondence that we appoint between Vaihingen
3D dataset and DFC 3D dataset.
Vaihingen 3D dataset

DFC 3D dataset

Impervious surface

Ground

Shrub
Tree

High vegetation

Roof
Facade

Building

vegetation, building, water, elevated road/bridge and unlabeled points.
Considering the difference in category definition, we only investigate
three categories that have some similarities, namely, ground, high vegetation and building classes. Particularly, as listed in Table 10, we
appoint the class correspondence between the two datasets, e.g., the
predicted roof and facade classes are both considered to correspond to
the building class of the DFC 3D dataset. While the predicted powerline,
low vegetation, car and fence/hedge classes are all regarded as others,
i.e. false negative points.
The DFC 3D dataset contains 110 point cloud files and we choose 16
files (16,641,946 points in total) for our validation experiment. The

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we argue that the classification of ALS point clouds
should take particular account of the unique characteristics. To this
end, we first propose a geometry-aware convolution to handle numerous geometric instances, then construct a dense hierarchical architecture to classify multiple categories with different scales well.
Finally, we further design the elevation-attention to embed the distinguishability of elevation information. All these methods constitute an
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end-to-end network, i.e., our geometry-attentional network. Evaluated
on the ISPRS Vaihingen 3D dataset, the comprehensive ablation experiments verify the effectiveness of our proposed methods, which
boost the classification performance of the PointSIFT baseline by a large
margin. Without HaG and spectral features as input, our model achieves
the state-of-the-art performance with an average F1 score of 73.2% and
the OA is on par with the current best methods on the benchmark dataset. Besides, the inference experiment without retraining on the DFC
3D dataset further validates the stronger generalization ability of our
model.
In the future, we would like to design more effective network architecture than our current dense hierarchical model, such as applying
neural architecture search (NAS) (Liu et al., 2019a) technology to point
cloud feature learning. Moreover, further research on our elevationattention module is needed to alleviate the performance degradation of
vertical objects, such as facade. Additionally, it is worthwhile to explore
how to improve the result of the generalization experiment, e.g., by the
domain adaptation.
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